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Are you tired of scanning internet job board sites?

 

Have you noticed that these systems seem to be designed to keep job and resource

seekers continually searching for each other in an endless loop?

 

On average, every engineering job opening attracts 250 resumes. But only 4 to 6 of

these people will be called for an interview, and only 1 of those will be offered a job.

 

SO WHY DO WE CONTINUE TO KEEP USING THESE SYSTEMS?
 

INTRODUCTION



Filter Searching
Used to find almost everything on earth via the internet.

Mobile Recruiting
Places the power of landing your next job right into the palm of your hand.

Digital Disruptors
Uber,  AirBnB provide direct paths between two parties and bypass everything in the middle.

A BETTER WAY!



Rocky Garcia, P.Eng.

"I found the ideal
candidate using
Engineering Czar without
posting my job opening on
the internet. It was
incredibly fast and easy"

Linden Yang

"As a Contracted
Consultant, I landed three

jobs using Engineering
Czar. This site really

works!"

Testimonials
People who have experienced the power of Engineering Czar



Internet Job Boards Engineering Czar

Standardized Skills Matrix
Comprehensive Skills Matrix
facilitates easy �lter-searching  

Laser Accuracy
Quali�ed candidates are noti�ed based on
skills, education - not chance

Mobile Recruiting App
Market disrupter that breaks the chains of

a system that's no longer effective 

Resumes
Every Resume is written in a unique

fashion, limiting �lter-searching

Huge Scale
Massive volume of jobs posted

creates lottery environment

Antiquated
Posting jobs is centuries old, only advent is

moving from classi�eds to the internet

COMPARISON

Current Recruiting Systems compared with Filter-searchable Skills Matrix



3-STEPS TO LANDING A  JOB

Complete our detailed
Skills Matrix that
emcompasses 15

engineering disciplines
across 80 industries

1. Skills Matrix
Get noti�ed when your
skillset and education
appear in a resource-
seeker's �lter-search

2. Noti�cations
After viewing the job

posting, click the 'I Am
Interested' button or

simply ignore it

3. Actions



Website

Engineering Czar Info@czarcareers.com 587 438-9117

Email Phone

CONTACT US
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